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EvEnts likE thE Mont 24 hour attract a lot of nEwcoMErs to thE sport. thEy also 
attract pEoplE who havE bEEn racing for yEars. in 2011 ovEr 2800 ridErs tEaMEd up, 
pitchEd soME tEnts and got rEady to go through thE Motions of thE racE. with thE 
proMisE of nEwly craftEd trails and a biggEr than EvEr EvEnt cEntrE laying thE 
groundwork for said Motions to occur wE, at Enduro, wErE prEtty ExcitEd too. wE 
clEanEd our bikEs, packEd up thE car, bought our collEctivE bodywEight in snack 
food and drovE to canbErra rEady to discovEr thE trails and trials that lay ahEad.
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had an epiphany at the 2011 Mont. 
I realised that while I’m not a fan 
of riding in the wee hours of the 
morning (I’ll do almost anything 

to get out of a 3am lap), there’s something 
quite extraordinary that comes out of that 
process when you go through it with a team. 
A connection develops between riders that 
would otherwise take repeat experiences at 
several day-long races to achieve. 

This sense of connection has a lot to 
do with teamwork: riding to help your 
mates get through the event and knowing 
they’re riding to do the same for you. The 
planning, preparation, lap calculations, meal 
arrangements, clothing changes, sunglass 
swaps… it can all bring out some terrific 
and/or terrible qualities in people you chose 
to camp and race with. If you find yourselves 
working in sync and as stoked about your 
team’s performance as you are about your 
own, cheering together as your final rider 
crosses the line after 

midday Sunday it can be a pretty amazing 
experience. Looking around the event centre 
at this year’s event it was clear that this 
race had facilitated the development of 
several other things riders love as well.

Unlike some other 24s, the action didn’t 
start at midday on Saturday as cleat-clad 
riders ran like a herd of billy goats to their 
bikes. It started the night before, up the 
road at the Bungendore Pub. That’s right, 
this event started as riders gathered to 
compete in the head-to-head, elimination-
style Rawhide Roller Racing event. Swell-
Redshift Racing’s Andy Blair stole the show 
both in performance and pre-formance. 
Not only did he have the hip socket speed to 
out-spin every other rider, but (perhaps more 
importantly where Friday night roller racing 
is concerned) he had the style. Rocking up 
to the pub in his 1997 World Mountain Bike 
Champs Australian Team tracksuit, the 
parachute layers were peeled back to reveal 

a matching skinsuit and ripped legs that 
made any rider looking for a challenge weak 
at the knees. 

What Blair didn’t count on, however, was 
having to walk through the main section of 
the pub before finding the roller racing crew 
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Dylan Cooper pulled off the fastest lap at the 2011 Mont

Josh Carlson, a member of the overall winning team, Rockstar Racing

out the back. “In that kit and at that pub, 
blending in wasn’t an option. I was pretty 
scared and just tried to keep walking without 
swooshing,” he later revealed, not wanting 
to get beaten up by a hardened gathering of 
locals and miss the action on the East Kowen 
trails the next day.

Driving along the Kings Highway on the 
way to the new East Kowen event centre on 

Saturday morning, it quickly became clear 
that the 2800 riders at this year’s event 
translated to a remarkably large set up (and 
one that doesn’t necessarily fit into the back 
room of the Bungendore Pub, so it’s lucky 
some people opted for an early night instead). 
Due to the size of the field, a sprawling 
number of support structures also covered 
the hillside. There were bike companies with 

extensive demo fleets to test out on 
the trails, more food vendors than 
any hungry racer could possibly visit 
in one weekend, a kids race, a women’s 
mountain bike chat session, light expos 
(and demos) from four leading light 
companies and a tent full of computers 
for checking up on the live race data. 

For fans of the Mont, this large-
scale infrastructure has become pretty 
standard and its impressive size is 
certainly part of its appeal. But if you 
stop for a moment and think about 
how every item had to be brought into, 
set up at and taken out of the event 
centre, you can’t help but hand it to the 
event team for their effort, energy and 
enthusiasm for the sport. The biggest 
talking point of all this year – that would 
have necessitated more hard work than 

any of the infrastructure above – was a 
brand new track.

Due to logging and road work at 
Sparrow Hill (home of the 2009 and 
2010 Mont events and some great 
trails) a new trail network had to be 
built that would accommodate the 
large number of riders, tents, families 
and inter-city bike transportation 
devices (cars) that descend upon this 
event. The nearby land at East Kowen 
was full of promise and expectation. To 
borrow one of the event slogans from 
the last couple of years, we’d ridden the 
Bird and it was time to get out and ride 
the Kow! 

But before we could ride the Kow, 
somebody (or, more specifically, many 
bodies) had to carve it. And so it was 
that five months out from the event 

some of Canberra’s most renowned and 
tireless trail builders went to work. By midday 
on race Saturday, the Kowen dust had been 
transformed into an 18 kilometre loop of 
trails for the race – a kilometre count that 
doesn’t include additional trails that will 
come in handy for social rides or at future 
events. 

The first half of the course was fairly 
constant and pedally, but with an impressively 
high singletrack-to-fire-road ratio. This first 
section ticked over fairly quickly and the 10 
kilometre to go sign appeared, signalling 
more fun to come.

The second half of the race loop was where 
the flowier trails and ‘woo hoo’ moments 
would be had. Having gained elevation in the 
first part of the course, and seeing good 
use made of some short, hard pinches in the 
second half, the trails began to take on more 
of a downhill, cornery flow. 

In addition to the sweet trails, signposts 
on trees signalled when an overtaking line 
was coming up ahead, and wide, downhill 
corners had inner and outer lines to 
challenge your skills, momentum and sense 
of control at speed. While some riders 
found the large proportion of singletrack 
made overtaking a bit difficult, the trail 
atmosphere was largely positive and relaxed. 
Riding new trails for the first time each lap 
felt like an adventure – a time to discover 
what lay ahead, a few more times to work out 
the most efficient, adrenaline pumping lines 
and plenty of opportunities to get to share in 
the excitement chasing, or being chased by, 
other riders on the trail.

Milking adrenaline and efficiency to the 
max was Trek rider, Dylan Cooper, who 
pumped out a 42 minute 25 second lap early 
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Clockwise from above :
Slipping and sliding on Sunday morning | Adrian Jackson another fast arrow in Merida’s quiver |  
A never ending stream of light through the night hours | Swell’s Anton Scott-Cameron
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Clockwise from above :
Good lighting is key to enjoying the night time hours | The late afternoon light was fantastic dodging 
through the ghost gums | The Sram guys get many riders rolling through the cold wet night | Jack  
Lamshed had come straight from a soccer game, look out soccer mums.

on in the race (lap two specifically, with 
no start interference and a clean track), 
netting the fastest lap for the 2011 event. 
Enjoying a break from overseas racing 
for the first time in seven years, Cooper 
revealed that the Mont is, “one of many 
big races I’ve been hanging to do for 
years.” Despite Dylan experiencing the 
lap for the shortest amount of time of 
any rider at the Mont, we thought we’d 
ask him what he thought of the track. 
“It wasn’t very challenging,” he replied, 
“but that’s something you can alleviate 
by simply going harder. And I can see that 
it needs to cater for everyone at every 
level, so it seemed like a good balance of 
everything.” 

While the course didn’t offer the 
technical challenges of tracks that some 
riders have come to love, rocky drops, 
slippery descents and multiple log rolls 
are not what the Mont is about. It’s not 
overly surprising then that when asked 
what he enjoyed most that weekend 
Cooper’s straightforward reply echoed 
that of many other riders at the event: 
“Racing on a new track and camping with 
fun people.” And that is the secret of the 
Mont’s appeal. 

By creating a series of trails that 
encourage a whole range of riders to 
turn up and have some fun, like Cooper 
said, the Mont is really about the shared 
experience we have with other people. “It 
allows new riders to do an event in a way 
that doesn’t seem like a race unless you 
want that out of it,” said Cooper. “Riders 
of all abilities can have a fun weekend 
away, but with the mountain bike element. 
You can make of it what you want - inter-
team rivalries, going for the fastest lap, 

team placing, personal best, or just cruise 
around.”

Personally, I felt like the track really came 
into its own at night. Without any highly 
technical sections to stay alert for, riding 
fast was all about pulsing power through 
the pedals, piloting the bike around one 
quick section after another and letting 
your own sense of speed decide whether 
a corner was tricky or a breeze. Riding for 
one of the light sponsors, I was lucky to 
have some of the brightest beams on the 
planet shining off my helmet and bars, which 
certainly added to the experience. I couldn’t 
believe it when this translated to a level of 
trail definition at night that was actually 
clearer than this dusty, bumpy track had 
appeared during my first sun-speckled lap 
in the day. 

After not too long, the night closed 
in around my beams and I was fully 
concentrated on the trail; I was picking the 
smoothest of lines, carrying an exhilarating 
amount of speed into each new section of 
trail and having one of those rides where 
you’re puffing but not hurting. Then came 
the 4 kilometres to go sign and I found 
myself pushing harder and faster, milking 
the experience for all that was left of it, 
high on the thrill you get when you know 
you’re riding well and higher still because 
the race still had several hours left to go 
and the fun wasn’t over yet. I arrived back 
at the team tent realising (and possibly 
yelling excitedly about) that it’s because 
of events like this one that we get to 
have riding experiences like that one; 
experiences so good, that I would line up at 
the start line all over again, just for that 
series of moments.

It turned out that my excitement was 
not limited to one lap, but was evident in 
the way other team members tagged in 
and out of their laps the whole night long. 
A love for riding and the familiarity of the 
24 hour race rhythm translated to really 
positive team spirit that carried my own 
team through the mud and rain that arrived 
on Sunday morning and then made its way 
onto emails and Facebook during the days 
that followed. Other teams had a similar 
experience, while others enjoyed the fun 
trails on day one, campsite chatter at night 
and an early mark when the mud hit in the 
morning – either way, a team of likeminded 
riders certainly makes the event their own.

Chatting with some riders at my local 
bike shop the following Tuesday, someone 
asked inquisitively, “How was the Mont?” I 
looked up, eyes rolling back in my head, a big, 
sleepy smile spreading over my face and 
simply said, “really, really good.” How good? 
So good that by the time it rolls around 
next year, lapping instead of sleeping will 
once again feel like a logical part of a 
festival-filled and emotionally marvellous 24 
hour package. And I cannot help but wonder 
what new surprises the event might have 
in store.w
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